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R6sumd.- Nous prksentons une forniulation d c  In tlidorie rnolkc~ilnire des collisions atom- 
iques qui satisfait les conditions arix liinites de  diffi~sion, e t  ce sans avoir recours ir la 
notion d e  factem d e  translation dlectronique. 

Abstract.- We present a formulation of the molecr~lar theory of atomic collisions satis- 
fying correct scattering I,orrndary conditions, withor~t, resorting t.o the notion of electron 
translation factor. 

1. Introduction 

T h e  molecular model of slow ion-atom and atom-atom collisions, or  the perturbed- 
stationary-state method [l], has been widely r~secl in studying inelastic processes like 
charge exchange and impact excitations [2-61. The basic idea is t o  expand the scattering 
wave function in adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer (BO) electronic states. These states 
are usually assumed to couple non-adiabatically by the relative motion of the nuclei, 
i.e. through the  action of thc corresponcling kinetic-energy operator. The molecular 
model is known to suffer from two fur~clament.al clifficr~ities [7,8]. The  first problem 
is tha t  proper scattering boundary condit.ions are not satisfied, its the  non-adiabatic 
( N A )  matrix elements are not necessarily vanishing rrsymptotically. Secondly, the  NA 
matrix elements are not translationally illvariant.. Tha t  is, they clepend on the molecl~lar 
origin chosen for the  coordinate system of elcct.roi~s. The common approach [g] t o  
remove these difficulties has been to moclify the  R 0  electronic functions by an  electron- 
translation factor (ETF). The E T F  is a nr~clear-velocity phase-like term that  takes 
account of the  fact tha t  it1 the  asympt,otic limit t.lle. elcct,ron actually "'travels" with 
"its" nucleus. The couplings between t.ha RTF mndifiecl frrnct.ions vnnish asymptotically, 
so tha t  scattering boundary conditions are fulfilletl. However, the couplings change 
also in the molecular region thereby affecting (.he scattering cross section. Aside from 
the  requirement for proper mymptotic behavior~r the  form of the  E T F  is arbitrary 

[5]. Several E T F  opt,imizat.ion methods 12-61 are currently in use, but  we shall not 
review them. Our prlrpose here is to show that  a n io lec~~lar  model of atomic collisions 

which satisfies scattering boundary conditions can l ~ e  formulat.ed without the  ETF. For 
simplicity we shall consider a diatomic nroleclile niatle of one electron and uneven nuclei 
.A and B having charge ant! mass Z J ;  nz4 and K,; n r n ,  respert.ively. Atomic units are 
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employed in all the  equations. 

2. Adiabatic electronic states. 

To describe the  relative motions of the  electron and the nuclei A and B two internal 
vectors are required. In a molecular frame they are of the general form [5,10], 

where 6, dA  and dB are the  instantaneous positions of the  electron and the nuclei in 
t h e  laboratory frame. In these coordinates the  B 0  Hnmiltonian reads 

where A, is the  Laplacian in r 'and 

T h e  Hamiltonian (2) describes the  motion of a rest-mass electron in the cylindrical 
electrostatic field of the nuclei A and  B separated by a fixed dist.ance R. T h e  adiabat.ic 
electronic states are the  eigenfunctions of H,, satisfying 

where a denotes all t he  one-electron quantum numbers. The  B 0  energy U* depends 
implicitly on R which determines the  cylindrical e1ectrostat.i~ field. The  adial~atic func- 
tions (4,) depend also on the  relative orientation of the  ni~clei [10,11] through 7. I t  
is convenient to  describe r' in a body-fixed frame wllose z-axis coincides with d. This 
way the  electronic functions have cylindrical symmetry and I~elong to the irreducible 
representations of the  point group Cmlt  [4,10,11]. 

The  adiabatic electronic basis {$,,l is complete a t  every R. Let us now examine 
its behaviour in the  large R limit. Since R is const.ant. in the  B 0  approximation, then 
A, = AtA = A,,, and Hno can be  broken in two ways 

H," = H, + V, = H ,  t V,, , (5) 

where 

Here HA ( H B )  is the  Hamiltonian of one rest.-mass electron moving in the  central field 
of nucleus A (B),  and VB ( V A )  is t he  electrost,atic pert.tirbation of nucleus B (A)  situated 
a t  a distance R frorn the center. I t  is clcnr t . l~at  in t,he limit h' + co H,, goes either to 
H, or to H,. The  asymptotic adiabatic basis and sl>ect.ri~m {$,,l; { [ J n }  are, respectively, 
the  union of the  atomic bases and spectra {*,l; { l J < , )  and {@[,l; {Ur,) satisfying 

)@,,(TA 1 = *fl(T, ) (7a) 



The adiabatic electronic basis is therefore partitioned into two channel subsets {$,) 
and { $ p )  according to the limiting behaviour of the B 0  functions and energies, 

In other words, neglecting electron mass-polarixatioa (EMP) effects (see below) the 
adiabatic electronic functions are the correct asymptotic states of the electron. For this 
reason alone it does not make sense to modify these functions by an ETF. It is shown 
below how to impose correctly scattering boundary conditions in the molecular model. 

3. Scattering equations in the molecular frame. 

Consider the charge exchange system 

In order to write the scattering equations it is convenient to separate first the center-of- 
mass (COM) motion of the two nuclei and the electron. To that end a set of internal- 
motion coordinates must be decided on. The rnolecrrlnr-frame vectors (2,q defined 
in (1) are inappropriate for scattering as the limit R -4 oo ir~plies r -+ oo as well. 
That is, in the asymptotic limit the molecrilar model forbids free atomic species and 
prevents thereby imposing scattering lorrndary conditions [ll]. A correct internal frame 
for collisions must have the distance between the COM of the atomic species as the 
scattering coordinate. Usually there are several such coordinates as the limiting atomic 
species depend on the asymptotic channel. Let us designate the channels in our simple 
system by the atom, i.e. where the electron resides. The left-hand side of (9) is therefore, 
channel A wheres channel B is on the right. The corresponding internal coordinates are 
(p',,.',) and (p',,%), where p', and & are the nncler~s-atom distance vectors given by 

P;, = (m, + 1)-'(mDkD + Fe) - dA (lob) 

Separating the COM of motion the internal Hamiltonian of the system can be ex- 

pressed in the two channel coordinate frames as follows 
A 

H =T, +T,, +. H ~ ( T ; ) +  v,(d,gA), (lla) 

where H,, (H,) and VD (V,) are defined in (6); TE., (TED) is the EMP in atom A (B), 

and TA (TB) is the scattering-energy operator in channel A (B) 
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Inspecting (11) we see tha t  the  channel internal Hamiltonians consist of the B 0  
Hamiltonian, either as H A  + VD or HD + VA, and two kinetic-energy terms. The  atomic 
EMP operators induce small shifts in the  atomic energy levels, a few cm-' a t  most 
[12]. The  effect on the  atomic wave function is by far less, and  can hardly influence the 
scattering cross sections (see below). Neglecting the atomic EMP terms in ( l l ) ,  it  is 
clear tha t  the adiabatic B 0  electronic basis is a perfect choice to  expand the scattering 
wave function. Of course, one can expand also in the  asymptotic atomic states, but  
this expansion is slower convergent because the  atomic states are unperturl~ed by the  
molecular field. Tha t  is, in the  molecular region the coupling between atomic states is 
due  to the  electrostatic field of the  second nucleus. The  B 0  electronic functions, on the 
other hand, adjust themselves infinitely fast t o  the change of field due to the  motion 
of the  nuclei. In reality they cannot do so, resulting in dynamical coirplings from the  
action of the  scattering-energy operators. 

I t  is evidently computationally advantageous to work in the  molecrilar frame where 
the  electronic functions and their couplings are easily obtained [13]. However, we must 
express the  the scattering-energy operators TA and TD in terms of the  molecr~lar vectors 
d and ?. This is achieved using the  following transformations of the internal vectors 

and applying the  chain rule t o  the  Laplacians in and CD. In the  molecular frame both 
scattering-energy operators comprise three terms 

where 

with { , ) signifying anti-commutation relation, and p, f and g ale channel-dependent 
mass factors 

T h e  operator TN is t he  kinetic-energy operator for the relative motion of the nuclei 
along l?. T h e  seccmd term T,, is s nuclear-elect.ronic (NE) momentum coupling opera- 
tor. The  third operator TEnl is an  EMP term in the  tnoleculrrr frame. I t  arises becalrse 



the reduced mass of the molec~~lar elect.ron differs from the atomic values. The NE 
term expresses the fact that the electron is actr~ally moving with its nucleus. In other 
words, TNE assumes the role of the ETF. Combined NA, NE and EMP coriplings are 
translationally invariant for a given channel. They vary between the channels, but this 
is obvious since the scattering-energy operators are different. 

Transforming the atomic EMP terms (12) to the molecular frame using (14) and the 
chain rule we obtain 

1 
TEA = - - [  A +  + P) {V, ;V.) + 

2 mA(mA + R 

Comparing the result above with (15), (16) and (17), it is clear that by including the 
atomic EMP terms the mass factors in t.he molecular-frame operators TN,  TNB and TEA, 
have to be redefined. Quantitatively the chnnge is minuscule, on the order of the re- 
ciprocal atomic masses at most. It cannot affect inelatstic process in any meaningful 
way. But the inclusion of atomic EMP in the molecular model prevents exact scat- 
tering boundary conditions from being fulfilled. With atomic EMP there will always 
be asymptotic couplings, reflecting the fact that the real atomic energies are slightly 
shifted as compared with the adiabatic values satisfying (8). I t% therefore necessary to 
neglect atomic EMP in the molecular model. The error introduced this way is mainly 
in the scattering energy, and is definitely negligible. Notice that without atomic EMP 
the internal channel Hamiltonians are slightly different. 

Expanding the outgoing scattering wave function in the adiabatic electronic states 

[4,11] 

* ( i ,  3 = C $,(g, q, (19) 
n 

the Schrodinger equation for the internal Hamiltonian minus the atomic EMP terms, 
can be reduced into a set of coupled equations for the scattering amplitudes X, 

The amplitudes are coupled by a differential operator a whose spherical components 
are given by [4,10] 

The action of f? as a function of R is scaled by the matrix elements of a first-derivative 
electronic coupling operator Z, 

A* = i [ ( p ~ ) - ' ( ~ , .  - cot0 L,) + fKV]., 
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where l? and are the linear and the orl~ital  angi~lar moincnta of the  electxon. The  
scattering amplitudes are a.lsn coupled I,y the  matrix elements of a second-derivative 
electronic operator B given by 

4. Discussion 

Equations (16), (17) and (19) to  (23) descri l~e the collisiot~ of a nucleus and a one- 
electron atom in the molecular frame. Solving the coupled e q ~ ~ a t i o n s  (20) gives the  
exact scattering amplitudes {X,) in terms of the  illt.ernr~clear distance G. The  molecular 
model provides a unified description of all channels involved in the  collision. T h e  dis- 
tinction between the channels is not via the  channel-dependent scattering coordinate, 
b u t  through the  mass factors (17) appearing in the operators (22) and (23) which couple 
the  adiabatic electronic states. As a result the  cot~pling of st.ates from different channels 
is not hermitian. This is manifested, for example, in charge exchange cross sections (see 
below). 

In the  n~olectilar frame the  coupling of ~ c l i a l ~ a t i r  electronic states originates from sev- 
eral sources. Firstly, there is.a NA term related t.o T, (e.g. or - i ( p ~ ) - l ~ ! , ) .  This 
is t he  dynamical coupling tha t  is usually acco11nt.ecI for in applications. Then there is a 

NE term originating from TNE (e.g. i f K ,  or i fK , . ) .  Lastly, we have an  E M P  part TEII,  
b u t  only in the  second-derivative electronic operator B. To the  knowledge of the  author, 
NE momentum couplings and E M P  terms have always being ignored in molecular treat- 
ments of atomic collisions. Momentum couplings enter the  formulation whenever the  
particles are described in moving frames. They are the  analogue of noninertial forces 
in a dynamical description which is not within the Hamiltonian framework. In this 
respect NE and EMP interactions actually play the  role tha t  was originally assigned t o  
t h e  E T F  [g], i.e. they take account of the fact that. the elect,ron actually "travels" with 
"its" nucleus. To see this notice tha t  each individnnl NE and EMP matrix element is 

origin dependent because of the cons ta r~ t .~  f ant1 g [see (17)J. This implies tha t  the  NA 
matrix elements must be origin dependent., since the scattering-energy operator in each 
channel is Galilean invariant. In other words NE and E M P  t.erms correct for the  origin 
dependence of NA couplings. At the  same time they also eliminate residual asymptotic 
couplings. Suppose that  the origin is selected on nucleus A, so that  q = 0 and the  cou- 
pling elements appearing in channel-A rows of the c o ~ ~ p l e d  equrrt-ions are precisely the  
NA terms. From (8) it follows tha t  with this choice the  NA co~lplings of channel A must 
vanish asymptotically [14]. This is certainly not the case for other origins, say, mlcleus B 
(7-91. However, as t h e  combined NA, N E  and EMP coupling is translationally invariant, 
i t  follows that  NE and EMP terms render also the correct I ~ o ~ ~ n t l n r y  conditions. 
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Fig. 1. - Origin dependence of the coupling between states 2pZ and 3p*,. 

Figure l depicts the dependence on R of matrix elements of the first-derivative 
radial coupling operators p-' (NA), if K t  (NE), and the combined invariant term 

A ~ ,  between two states of 'HeH++ which dissociate to excited states of He+ (channel 
A). The invariant coupling in this figure is curve (a) which is the NA matrix element 
computed with the origin placed on He++. It clearly goes to zero as R -+ oo. Curves 
(b) and (c) are the same NA matrix element for the nuclear-COM and H+ origins, 
respectively. These two curves do not vanish asymptotically. Curves (d) and (e) are the 
corresponding N E  matrix elements. It is evident from figure 1 that the combined NA 
and NE for each origin is curve (a). It should be emphasized that the invariant coupling 
here is hermitian because the two electronic states dissociate to the same atom. The 
situation is of course different with couplings of states belonging to distinct channels. 
Figure 2 shows the first-derivative invariant radial coupling of two states of H ~ H + + ,  one 
dissociating to an excited state of He+ while the other to the ground state of hydrogen. 
There is pronounced difference between the coupling in the helium ion [curve (a)] and 
hydrogen [curve (h)] rows of the coupled eqrlations. The reason is the difference in 
nuclear charge. Clearly He++ binds the elect.ron more strongly t.han proton does, and 
is less willing t,o low it, on impact. Hence, corlplings in the He+ channel are nt.t.ennated 
as compared with those of H (see Fig. 2) The t.otal charge-exchange cross sections in 
collisions of H+ and ~ e + ( n  = 1) are indeed two to three orders of magnitude smaller 
than when He++ impacts on H(n = 1) (15,161. 

I 1  : .  I . .  1 , .  I I  

0 R [ boRr ] 8 12 

Fig. 2. - The coupliilg het.wcen st.nt.es lscr and 2 y .  
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